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From 1936 to 1940, Henry B. Sell and his partners, Janet Leckie and Bill Leckie, developed and
marketed the first vitamin-mineral product to be sold to the general public.
This is their story.
Some background:
The Newer Knowledge of Nutrition was an important textbook in the thirties. It was the
work of Dr. Elmer V. McCollum, of Johns Hopkins University. The isolation of the
individual vitamins in the twenties had forced radical rewriting of texts on nutrition. Since
the turn of the century, information had been accumulating that seemed to indicate that the
lack of some vital substance was at the heart of certain crippling diseases, but
understanding of this new knowledge lagged because of the impact of Pasteur’s germ
theory. Having only recently accustomed themselves to the idea that invisible organisms
were responsible for dread diseases, it was difficult for the public to accommodate to the
idea that the lack of something could also cause severe illness. But finally, knowledge on
the subject accumulated so rapidly that it forced both belief and understanding all over the
Western world.
Several valuable books had been written by “seers” on vitamin C almost two hundred
years before. In 1757 James Lind, a Scottish physician in the British Navy, wrote a famous
treatise on scurvy after he became convinced there was some antiscorbutic factor in
lemons. He wrote: “Some persons cannot be brought to believe that a disease so fatal and
dreadful can be prevented or cured by such easy means.” But his work had proved that
such was the case.
Dr. Casimir Funk, who had coined the name “vitamine”, stated that the B vitamins carried
on vital, seemingly magic tasks. To illustrate, he described a pigeon, paralyzed, helpless,
and dying of convulsions, that was restored to normal activity and vitality within a
question of minutes when dosed with an incredibly small amount of the crystalline
vitamin B.12
1936:
One day in 1936 Thomas J. Lewis, who had been Elizabeth Arden's husband, introduced
Henry [Sell]3 to a client who wanted help in promoting something that had been named
“vitamines.” Knowing little about them, Sell had told the client some research would be
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necessary before giving an answer and proceeded to hire a small group of college
graduates4 to visit universities where work on vitamines was going on. It was their task to
report whether or not it would make sense to advertise such a product.5
And continuing, still 1936:
For Henry Sell the data gathered by his research team opened up a whole new world of
exciting information. Taking a romantic rather than a tough-minded view, he dubbed the
mysterious substances “Sparks of Life” and enthusiastically spoke about them to friends
and acquaintances who would listen.
The scientists visited by the research team all spoke of preventive medicine. Said
McCollum: “In no other department of medicine is there so great an opportunity to
improve the health and happiness of so many people as in the elimination of deficient
diets. . . . Malnutrition brings a life of lassitude, chronic fatigue, constipation, lack of
resolution and initiative. Good nutrition is an effective way to promote a life of health,
vigor, optimism, and enthusiasm.” Such words from an expert were music to the ears of
Henry Sell, who, since his childhood days had believed that “you are what you eat,” but
never before had he found so authoritative a statement to back up his beliefs.
It was obvious to Henry Sell, from the research reports he received, that a dramatic change
was in the making for anyone interested not simply in avoiding illness but in attaining
optimum health. He was especially impressed by an assertion of one of the scientists who
said: “We are now able to give exact answers to many of the questions which have baffled
man's curiosity in earlier times. The shrewd guesses of the seer are being replaced by the
accumulated knowledge of science.”6
And continuing, still 1936:
For Henry Sell, just emerging from the pressure-chamber years of the Depression, the
subject of vitamins seemed romantic and exciting—“such stuff as dreams are made on.”
He was especially thrilled to have discovered the story while it was still in what William
James has described as the first of three stages of scientific discovery: that period of early
development when many, hearing the story, declare it to be untrue. The frontiersman in
Henry Sell was intrigued to make himself a part of this early stage.
The one problem the months of research had revealed was that the product the prospective
client had developed provided so little of each vitamin that it might not prove effective in
the face of the dietary deficiencies known to exist. Therefore, Henry Sell announced that,
before he would be willing to act as advertising agency for the product, the manufacturer
must raise the potency to meet the level indicated by the various scientists who had been
interviewed. Henry Sell's second condition was that he did not want to handle the product
if it was to be offered only through doctors, when laboratory information indicated there
was widespread need of it among the general population. After thinking about Sell's
criticisms for several weeks, the client decided to find a less demanding agency because he
wished to proceed with the program as planned. But by that time Henry Sell and my
brother and I [Bill Leckie and Janet Leckie]—who had been part of the research team—
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were so steamed up about the story that we decided to make a business of our own, with
one half of the capital to be provided by Sell and the other half by the Leckies.7
1937:
Immediately the decision was made, Henry Sell suggested a move that his past experience
had taught him was prudent: Go to the experts. Of those with whom my brother and I [Bill
Leckie and Janet Leckie] had visited, we felt we understood most fully our discussions
with Robert S. Harris, at that time in the early stages of his career at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and George Cowgill, head of the department of biochemistry at
Yale. Henry Sell went to these two scientists, explained what we were proposing to do, and
asked if they would act as consultants to us, with the firm promise that we would never
override any technical decisions they made and that their names would never be used for
promotion or advertising. Both these men, fascinated by the sparkling new creature that
had suddenly crossed their paths, and feeling that his project had merit, decided to help
Henry Sell. Soon the first of the new capsules had been compounded. The next step was to
make sure that the product always delivered to the customer what the package claimed it
would. For this work, both Harris and Cowgill enthusiastically recommended the
laboratory of Dr. Bernard L. Oser. After about a year of intensive work our group had
formed a company, produced a product, and named it Vitamins Plus. It was the first
vitamin-mineral product to be sold directly to the public. Before that time, vitamin
capsules and tablets providing a bare minimum of the individual vitamins were being
prescribed by a few doctors, but only for sick people. Most physicians were under the
impression that vitamin supplements weren't needed by “well” people. Since those early
days, of course, the need of everyone for sufficient vitamins has been so well documented
that bread and flour manufacturers now add to their products the B vitamins removed by
the milling process. But at the time of the creation of Vitamins Plus almost everyone was
consuming white bread made of flour depleted of the life-supporting B vitamins, and
consequently many were overtaken by a vague malaise, fatigue, and nervousness.
The dramatic story his research team brought back from the field convinced Sell that those
who were interested in optimum health were missing a bet if they failed to supplement
their daily diet with vitamins.8
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Related information:
The formula for this original vitamin-mineral product was developed by the experts with whom
the Vitamins Plus team consulted. And the formula was printed for all to see.

1937: Detail of the Vitamins Plus advertisement, showing the potency of each of the vitamins

Potency of vitamins in Vitamins Plus
Vitamin A: 15,000 U.S.P. X1 Units

Vitamin B1: 450 Sherman Units

Vitamin D: 1500 U.S.P. X1 Units

Vitamin B2 (G): 25 Sherman-Bourquin Units

Vitamin E: Provided in the form of cold pressed
wheat germ oil

Vitamin C: 250 International Units
+ Liver Extract + Iron

Notes:
X1 means ±0.1 mg
For vitamin B-1, 400 Sherman Units equals about 100 International Units of vitamin B-1(thiamine)
For vitamin B-2, 25 Sherman-Bourquin Units equals about 0.1 mg of vitamin B-2 (riboflavin)

By today’s (year 2020) standards, the potencies of these vitamins are very low. However, for
1937, they were much higher than in any other vitamin product then available.
This formula and packaging (see below) proved to be very popular. In fact, two years later (in
September 1939), both were copied exactly by Rexall Drugs Plenamins brand vitamins. Refer to
the Appendix.

And continuing, still 1937:
Once the product was ready for marketing, one of the most amazing stories in
merchandising history began. Sell' s genius at advertising and selling put over not only our
own product but, overnight, made the public vitamin conscious. One of his most inspired
moves was the naming of the product. We all felt the word “vitamins” alone was somehow
uninteresting, perhaps even a little cold. No one had ever seen a vitamin, and Sell felt that
it wasn't a name that would easily transmit the idea that here was something that could
make one's life healthier and happier. Our product, he felt, needed a bridge from the
unfamiliar to the familiar. Liver and iron, he thought, might be that familiar something,
because many “tonics” of the time used the combination. But how to get that message
across to the public? Vitamins with liver and iron added—Vitamins plus liver and iron.
Both of these possibilities seemed too clumsy. Then suddenly, as he said the combination
over, Henry Sell knew he had the name: Vitamins Plus!9
One of the big lessons Henry Sell had learned in his years of work with Elizabeth Arden
was the importance of both shape and color in a package that was being offered to women.
Having decided that the product was to be sold on cosmetics counters, he designed the
package in shell pink with a small edging of brown and gold. The package was flat, like a
small jewel case, and each “perle” was set in it separately. All the counter displays,
booklets, and training manuals were designed to blend with the package, which in no way
looked out of place on the cosmetics counters.10
And continuing, still 1937:
For the next four years the three of us [Henry Sell, Janet Leckie, and Bill Leckie] lived for
vitamins. We traveled widely, doing our own selling and training the salesgirls to tell our
story accurately. We wrote booklets, planned advertisements, talked to our consultants and
to the public. Henry Sell, knowing that people who felt better looked better, decided to
offer his new product on the beauty counter instead of in the drugstore. Because of his
repeated trips to fine department stores and specialty shops in the twenties, when he helped
Elizabeth Arden and her husband widen their distribution, he had a ready-made audience in
cosmetics departments. It was his good fortune that these merchants remembered him with
affection, for they broke all the house rules to sell, in the cosmetics departments, a product
to be taken internally.
And continuing, still 1937:
The department stores in the cities in the Middle West and West were covered by a young
woman named Janet Leckie, who began with Sell as a research worker and is now [in
1948] vice-president of Sell's Specialties. Miss Leckie drove across the continent a halfdozen times, sowing vitamins everywhere. Twice she was arrested for speeding. Once she
got off by giving a box of Vitamin A, the anti-night-blindness stuff, to a state trooper who
confessed that glaring headlights hurt his eyes. The other time she convinced the judge
that the importance of bringing buoyant health to the citizens of America was so great that
no rate of speed she indulged in could be considered excessive.11
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And continuing, still 1937:
Henry Sell's previous experience contributed heavily to his success with Vitamins Plus in a
variety of ways. He considered prestigious Marshall Field in Chicago as an important stone
in the sales structure he set out to build. Marcella Hahner, with whom he had worked on
book promotions during his Daily News days, undertook to prepare his way there by a
personal introduction and recommendation to the drug and cosmetics buyer and his
divisional merchandise manager. When Henry Sell announced that he wanted the product
in the cosmetics department, these men felt it was too much of a departure for them to
make a decision on their own without referring it to the general merchandise manager. It
was thus that Henry Sell first met Hughston McBain, who was intrigued with the idea that
these “little pills that were not drugs” could rectify the deficiencies of careless eating, aid
in avoiding certain illnesses, even help in attaining optimum health. He was especially
interested because, as he frankly admitted, he had never heard of vitamins. At the end of a
cordial visit, McBain told Henry Sell he would give him an answer in a few days. Each day
thereafter Henry checked with Marcella to find out if her friends on the main floor had
heard anything. As the waiting period lengthened, Henry became fearful that he might
have failed to get his story across. Then came the joyful word: Vitamins Plus was in at
Marshall Field. Not until many years later did Henry Sell discover the reason for the long
delay. Hughston McBain had taken the idea to the president, who also had never heard of
vitamins and suggested that the whole matter be dropped. But instead of dropping it,
McBain checked further with doctors, pharmacists, various government health agencies,
and two universities. None of these showed quite Henry Sell's enthusiasm for the idea, and
some doubted the public would buy the product in the way being suggested, but since the
experts were in unanimous agreement that Vitamins Plus could do no harm, the decision
was made to promote it.12
Henry Sell's first sales of Vitamins Plus [in October1937] were made to his old friends,
Adam Gimbel of Saks Fifth Avenue and Dorothy Shaver of Lord & Taylor. Both creative
merchants, they were willing to listen to a revolutionary idea and, if presented in a
responsible way, to give it a try. Lord & Taylor shot the opening gun with an
advertisement of such appeal and elegant simplicity that nearly a thousand boxes of
Vitamins Plus, at $2.75 a box, were sold in the first week. Lord & Taylor gave him
permission to use the advertisement in magazines. Within a year hundreds of millions of
impressions of it had been printed. The caption read: “Life Begins with Vitamins Plus.”13
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1937 October: Advertisement for Vitamins Plus from A Talent for Living, p. 191.
Said one observer: “I watched this advertisement make history. It ran unchanged for two years and
was one of the most successful in the history of advertising. Simply, timeless joie de vivre, irresistible
promise—I wish I had written it.”

Related information:
Note that there are two sets of perles, of different colors. The instructions say to take one of
each, each day. The question arises: “Why two perles”?
The daily dose of [vitamins] required taking two different capsules—one amber colored
containing the oil soluble vitamins, A, D, and E, and one black capsule containing the
balance of ingredients (B1, B2, C, liver, and iron). Separation was necessary to prevent
interaction between the two groups with subsequent loss of potency.
The unique process of encapsulating vitamins and other substances with soft gelatin in a
single operation was pioneered by Robert Pauli Scherer of Detroit. This rotary die process
enabling the encapsulation of liquid and semi liquid medication in precise doses. The most
innovative feature of the machine's operation occurs when precisely measured contents are
packed into capsules at the instant of their formation from two layers of elastic gelatin.
(Scherer patented this process in 1934, U. S. Patent No 197-0396.)14

Rotary die capsule machine invented by Robert P. Scherer in 1934
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1938:
The Lord & Taylor advertisement . . . appealed to specialty and department stores all over
the country. Soon we were in orbit, with Henry Sell orchestrating all the elements of his
past into one great crashing crescendo. His new plans came so thick and fast that my
brother and I [Bill Leckie and Janet Leckie], still neophytes in the business world, were
often dazed by their complexity. We used to laugh as he elaborated on them and say that it
was part of our job to see that there were always plenty of sturdy scaffolds leading up to
Henry Sell's pink clouds.
My brother Bill [Bill Leckie], especially, did Trojan work on the project. When Henry Sell
decided the salesgirls should receive regular correspondence from the office, Bill set up a
system of keeping in touch with all six hundred of them. Or maybe it was a quick checkup
trip to the West Coast—Bill was always willing and ready to go. And when Henry Sell
sold more product than we had, Bill's gentle ways could always be counted on to pacify the
impatient buyers who had customers in their departments clamoring for the product that
was ordered but not yet delivered.
The spectacular success of Vitamins Plus did not, of course, go unnoticed. Many a
pharmaceutical house, especially the so-called halo boys, who sell mostly by “detailing”
their products to doctors in their offices, were green with envy. An upstart company had
spoiled their game of giving as little value as possible for as much money as possible. They
were infuriated that Vitamins Plus sold for about half of what they were charging. In an
attempt to wipe out our business, these drug companies induced the state boards of
pharmacy to challenge the cosmetics departments for selling vitamins without a
pharmacist's license. To Henry Sell this was merely a challenge to his problem-solving
ability. Though not directly a party to the action, he always took over the case. Instead of a
lawyer, he took with him to court Dr. Bernard L. Oser, who prepared his brief in whatever
grocery store was nearby. Into the courtroom Oser would bring a large brown paper bag
filled with groceries. The complaint would state that products listed in the United States
Pharmacopoeia or the National Formulary were being sold without a pharmacist in
attendance. At that point Dr. Oser would ask permission to step up to the bench to place
before the judge the contents of his grocery bag: salt, olive oil, yeast, soda, starch, and so
on-all listed, as were vitamins, in the two books. Almost without hesitation, the judge, after
a few questions, would throw the case out of court.15
And continuing, still 1938:
At Gimbels in New York, where the sales were phenomenal, Henry Sell asked his friends
Bernard Gimbel and Kenneth Collins—who was at that time vice-president in charge of
advertising and promotion—to do him a special favor. He wanted to try out a booth, of the
kind that had been so successful for Elizabeth Arden in the twenties, when use of
cosmetics was still in its infancy. Amused at the show their diverting friend was putting on,
Gimbel and Collins gave their consent. A display company was hired to build an
interesting freestanding booth that was placed at the intersection of two busy aisles in the
cosmetics department. Here, Henry Sell felt, where anyone could come up and ask
whatever questions they had about vitamins, he could gain invaluable information to guide
him in later advertising and promotion. The problem was that, once the booth was
15
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installed, no one wanted to man it. The salesgirls were intimidated at being so visible.
There was nothing to do but press another member of the family into service. [A third
member of the Leckie family, Betty Leckie Peck], an enthusiastic believer in Vitamins
Plus, agreed to take the spotlight. For months she answered the questions of both the
public and the salesgirls and developed the information that Henry Sell felt he needed for
future campaigns.16
And continuing, still 1938:
Within a year Vitamins Plus was nationally distributed and backed up with about half a
million dollars in advertising, part of which was used “cooperatively” with the stores in
local newspapers. The bulk of the budget, however, was spent to repeat the famous “Life
Begins with Vitamins Plus” advertisement in all the class magazines.17
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1938 October: Sales graph superimposed over an advertisement for Vitamins Plus,
from Fortune magazine, October 1938

And continuing, still 1938:
[B]y late 1938, a prestigious Manhattan hotel, the Waldorf Astoria, had placed the pills
[Vitamins Plus] on its breakfast menu. A New Yorker cartoon showed the “cigarette girl”
at the Stork Club, a popular New York nightclub, selling Vitamins Plus along with
cigarettes and cigars.18
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And continuing, still 1938 and into 1939:
In 1938 Dorilio Braggiotti, brother of Gloria and Mario,19 was working for Vitamins Plus
on a part-time basis while preparing for the foreign service. Returning from Washington by
train one evening, he found himself sitting opposite Admiral Richard E. Byrd in the dining
car. Curious to hear about the Antarctic trip for which the Admiral was preparing, Dorilio
eagerly questioned him. Finally, he suggested that Vitamins Plus would be helpful to the
men on the trip. As he described the product, Dorilio spoke of the two capsules which
contained more than the “minimum daily requirements,” meaning, of course, requirements
of vitamins and minerals. Byrd was excited by the story, because he thought Dorilio meant
requirements of all nutrients, including protein, carbohydrate, and fat. However, Dorilio
pointed out immediately that to provide the 3,000 calories needed per man which Byrd had
mentioned would take a minimum space of about a pound of butter. Even that appealed to
Byrd because, especially on the dog-sled part of the journey, space was at a premium. He
asked Dorilio if the firm could prepare such a product for him. Dorilio, knowing his boss's
towering curiosity about anything new, said he would speak to him immediately. Hearing
about the problem, Sell went the next day to Bob Harris, who said he thought the old
pemmican formula used by hunters could be updated to provide scientifically balanced
quantities of all the needed nutrients, and that a day's needs could be made to fit into a pint
container to be used as a dish. With Vitamins Plus as a supplement, he said, the mixture
would probably support life better than the haphazard eating that might occur during the
more rigorous parts of the Journey.
When the North Star, an old wooden ship with thick plank sides, was loaded for the
Antarctic several months later, the new-type pemmican, the Vitamins Plus, and a young
Ph.D. in nutritional biochemistry all went aboard. That the combination supported well the
vital processes is evidenced by the fact that it was the first expedition Byrd had conducted
in which no emergency appendectomy was required.20
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1939: The Vitamins Plus team: Henry Sell (right), Janet Leckie (left), and Bill Leckie (center right) with
Dr, John Lockhart of M.I.T., shown in front of the ship North Star and with many cases of Vitamins
Plus. The North Star was just about to embark on a trip to Antarctica with Admiral Richard E. Byrd in
command. From: A Talent for Living, p. 197

Background:
In the whole period of the vitamin excitement, Henry Sell had been increasingly disturbed
by the drift toward war in Europe after the advent of Hitler. As early as 1935 a
businessman in Germany had taken him into the mountains to show him airplanes being
used in pilot training in defiance of the terms of the Versailles Treaty. Each punitive move
Hitler made alarmed Henry Sell, who knew that the tyrant had described each step in his
fearsome book, Mein Kampf. And some of the most destructive steps were still to come.
When the book was finally published in English, Henry bought copies and gave them to
friends. But few seemed to take the comical-looking man seriously. Reed, of Standard
Sanitary, was one who showed disbelief. In an April 26, 1938, letter he acknowledged
receipt of the book but declared that the man's mind was “in a jumble and that the
completion of the movement could not be successful, based as it was on an insecure,
unsafe, and basically wrong foundation.” The letter went on with a lengthy discussion of
the importance of freedom of speech, and of the necessity for avoiding the injection of
religion into a political movement. Then the otherwise astute Reed brushed off the Nazi
threat with a sneer: “Therefore, summing up the whole Hitler book, I will cover it by
saying he is nuts!” But no matter how many others took it lightly, Henry's sense of
foreboding about the crisis in Europe continued to grow.
In the spring of 1939 Czechoslovakia was overrun by the Germans, who a year later
invaded the Lowlands. Switzerland then closed her border; and Italy began to mobilize for
her declaration of war. Although America had been deeply isolationist, it soon became
obvious that strong measures would be needed to create and maintain an adequate
defensive position in the face of Europe's madness.
1940:
When the national mobilization act was passed in 1940, we were all sure Bill Leckie would
be taken into the armed services. Deciding not to attempt to maintain the business without
him, we began to consider more seriously the several offers to buy our business that were
in the house at the time. Three major companies had made propositions: Lever Brothers,
American Home Products, and the Vick Chemical Company. We chose the last of these,
and soon the ownership of our exciting venture passed into other hands.21
And continuing, still 1940:
At Christmas time, 1937, we had given single shares of our stock to perhaps a dozen
persons—all notables in their own field. With each share Henry Sell sent the message that
we held them all in affectionate regard. At the time of the take-over, each of these minority
stockholders agreed to sell the shares, along with ours, to the new owner. When the takeover was completed, instead of sending out checks, we invited them all to luncheon at the
Starlight Roof of the Waldorf-Astoria. The entire bay to the left of the main area was set
aside for us. As the guests gathered, they were served champagne cocktails and caviar on
small biscuits at a side buffet. We then went to the table, magnificently set with the goldservice plates that had been especially designed for a visit by King Edward VII when he
was Prince of Wales. The first course was served: caviar out of half-kilo tins, with chopped
egg and onion, and champagne out of quart bottles. Then came the second course: caviar
out of kilo containers, with champagne out of magnums. Third course: caviar out of two21
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kilo containers, with champagne out of jeroboams. Beside each setting was placed a
handsome wallet for the men or an evening purse for the women. Inside were new bills for
the five-hundred-dollar value of each share. Later Alice Hughes wrote: “The story of the
fabulous caviar-champagne luncheon still provides the ceiling for any Arabian Nights'
dreams of epicureanism ever to swim into my sea of adventures.” It was Henry Sell's old
friend, Rene Black, maître d’hôtel at the Waldorf, who had created the luxurious setting
for the party and had schemed with Henry to make the menu something unexpected.22
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Appendix
In September 1939 (two years after the first sales of Vitamins Plus), Rexall Drugs came out with
a product that mimicked Vitamins Plus in all regards, both formula and packaging. They called
their product Plenamins brand vitamins. 23

1939 September: Rexall Drugs Plenamins, showing the formula and packaging
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